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Automated Design of Embedded Constraints for
Soft Hands
Enabling New Grasp Strategies
Valerio Bo1,2 , Enrico Turco1,3 , Maria Pozzi1,2 , Monica Malvezzi2 , and Domenico Prattichizzo1,2

Abstract—Soft robotic hands allow to fully exploit hand-objectenvironment interactions to complete grasping tasks. However,
their usability can still be limited in some scenarios (e.g.,
restricted or cluttered spaces). In this paper, we propose to
enhance the versatility of soft grippers by adding special passive components to their structure, without completely altering
their design, nor their control. A method for the automated
design of soft-rigid scoop-shaped add-ons acting as “embedded
constraints” is presented. Given a certain gripper and a large
set of objects, the design parameters of the optimal scoop for
each object are derived by solving an optimization problem.
Also the object-environment relative pose is considered in the
optimization. The obtained “optimal scoops” are clustered to
get a limited set of representative scoop designs which can be
prototyped and used in grasping tasks. In this work, we also
introduce a data-driven method allowing a grasp planner to
select the most suitable scoop to be added to the used hand,
given a certain object and its configuration with respect to the
surrounding environment. Experiments with two different hands
validate the proposed approach.
Index Terms—Grasping; Grippers and Other End-Effectors;
Soft Robot Materials and Design.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Designing robotic grasping systems capable of handling
several different objects in unstructured and possibly cluttered
environments still remains an open challenge. The soft manipulation approach has proposed to tackle it by adopting “an
integrated, interdisciplinary view of manipulation” [1], where
the hardware design and the software to use it are co-developed
to fully unlock the potential of soft hands.
Thanks to passively compliant elements included in their
structure, soft robotic grippers can safely comply with objects
and environmental constraints, allowing the implementation of
novel, human-inspired, grasping strategies which deliberately
and effectively exploit the hand-object-environment interactions [2]–[4]. The hand design can be enriched by adding softrigid structures which facilitate these interactions. In [5]–[8],
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Fig. 1: Adding a scoop-shaped add-on to a soft hand: pregrasp configuration, and final grasp. The object cannot be
grasped from the top without the scoop, as it is too large.
The positioning and geometrical features of the scoop are the
result of an automated design approach.

for example, flat objects were picked up by using dedicated
tools that can slide underneath the object and lift it. In [5],
[7], authors propose to attach scoop-like rigid structures to
the hand palm, whereas in [6], [8], new grippers endowing
nail-shaped parts are presented. In this paper, we propose
an automated procedure for designing soft-rigid scoop-shaped
passive inclusions that can be added to commercial or custom
grippers to enable new grasping strategies and enlarge the set
of graspable objects (see Fig. 1). The add-ons could be particularly useful in cluttered or restricted environments, where
the exploitation of environmental constraints is a crucial, but
rarely considered, component [9]. Usually, works on grasping
in cluttered and narrow spaces focus on vision problems and
present algorithms to derive feasible grasps from the image
of the scene [10], [11] or to effectively separate the target
object from the clutter [12], [13]. Together with vision and
planning software solutions, also the robot design can play a
fundamental role in achieving successful grasps in challenging
environments [14], [15]. In this work, we do not propose to
fully re-design the hand, but to modify the structure of existing
grippers to achieve a grasp strategy that uses the environment
as an help for the grasping process.
Recently, we introduced a new strategy, called scoop grasp,
to simplify the grasp execution when objects are constrained
from one or two sides [16]. This strategy can be exploited only
by hands that embed a suitably designed constraint in their
structure. Here we introduce a procedure for the automated
design of interchangeable scoops that allow to perform scoop
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grasps with any kind of gripper.
Given a certain robotic hand, the proposed approach follows
three main steps. First, the optimal design parameters of
the scoop-like structures to be added to the chosen initial
hand are derived through an optimization algorithm. The
latter is based on quasi-static grasp analysis and computes
an “optimal scoop” given the object to be grasped and its
relative position with respect to environmental constraints
(e.g., wall, table). The optimization is conducted over hundreds
of object-environment pairs and a different optimal scoop
is obtained for each condition. To avoid prototyping all the
obtained scoops, as second step, we used an approach based on
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [17] to cluster scoops with
similar characteristics. Lastly, the final extracted scoops were
tested in several scoop grasp experiments aimed at collecting
data to train a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) able to
evaluate which scoop should be mounted for a given objectenvironment pair.
The obtained CNN was validated with two different soft
hands, the Soft ScoopGripper [7] and the Pisa/IIT SoftHand [18]. We demonstrated that even robotic hands which do
not have embedded constraints in their initial design (e.g., the
Pisa/IIT SoftHand) can benefit from these additions, enlarging
the set of graspable objects and of possible grasping strategies.
The proposed design method is applicable to any robotic hand,
since the scoop plays the role of an extension of the palm, that
can be easily removed and does not add any requirement from
the control point of view.

intelligence, we recently showed that the use of a scoop-like
structure attached to the hand palm is beneficial to perform
grasps exploiting environmental constraints [16].
This work proposes a method to automatically design scoopshaped components that can be added to the robotic hand
structure, allowing any robotic hand to exploit environmental
constraints. Differently from previous work on automated
design, we explicitly consider environmental constraints in the
design optimization process, as we embrace the idea that handobject-environment interactions should be fully exploited to
achieve robust grasps [9], [28]. Moreover, we do not synthesize
the whole hand structure, but only simple parts that can be
easily added/removed. In this way, not only the design, but
also the planning phase is simplified, as just by changing a
part of the hand, several different objects can be grasped using
the same scoop grasp strategy.
III. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the automated design
process leading to the prototyping of a set of scoop-like
embedded constraints for the two adopted hands. After a brief
description of the used robotic hands, we detail each step
of this process in Sections III-B, III-C, III-D. To apply the
obtained scoops in grasping tasks, we trained a CNN for each
adopted hand. Given the RGB-D image of the object and the
environmental constraint it is in contact with, the CNN outputs
the estimated grasp success-rate for each scoop associated to
the chosen hand. This process is shown in Fig. 3 and detailed
in Sec. III-E.

II. R ELATED W ORKS
The automated design of robotic grippers can support the
development of highly versatile grasping systems capable of
manipulating a large number of objects in different environments. A framework for the rapid prototyping of modular
grippers was proposed in [19], [20], whereas a procedure to
synthesize a hand structure capable of achieving a certain inhand manipulation strategy was presented in [21].
Automated design is particularly useful when dealing with
soft robots, for which morphology and functionality are tightly
related. Hiller and Lipson [22] relied on topological optimization to develop freeform soft robots with locomotion
capabilities. Deimel et al. [23] introduced a method that allows
the simultaneous optimization (co-design) of the structure and
the control strategy of pneumatic soft hands. Wang et al. [24]
first defined the desired motion patterns of a soft gripper and
then exploited topological optimization to design it. Maloisel
et al. [25] devised a computational method to co-optimize the
routing of thin artificial muscle actuators and their actuation
in hyperelastic soft robots.
As pointed out in [26], designing soft robots with “embodied intelligence” can reduce the complexity of the planning
and control algorithms, making some tasks easier thanks to
the robot adaptability. Interesting applications of this concept
can be found in [15], [27]. These papers show the design of
wrist extensions to deal with restricted environments, where
the robot would require more complex movements to perform
the same tasks. Exploiting the same concept of embodied

A. The Soft ScoopGripper and the Pisa/IIT SoftHand
The Soft ScoopGripper (SSG) is a non-anthropomorphic
underactuated robotic gripper composed of two soft fingers
and a flat surface connected through a flexible hinge to
the hand palm (the “scoop”). A tendon-driven differential
system actuated by one motor permits to flex the fingers
simultaneously. The scoop can be closed towards the fingers
through a tendon-driven mechanism actuated by another motor [7]. However, in this work, we considered the scoop as a
passive element and did not exploit this degree of actuation.
While the SSG structure is specifically designed for exploiting
environmental constraints thanks to its embedded constraint,
the Pisa/IIT SoftHand is an anthropomorphic soft hand that
is capable of interacting with the environment thanks to its
compliance. This hand is designed to be able to perform
robust, bio-inspired power grasps [18].
We chose these two hands to study the effect of adding
the newly designed scoops to both, a hand that is natively
designed to incorporate an embedded constraint, and a hand
that is not. The conducted experiments (Sec. IV) showed that
when applied to the SSG, the new scoops allow to extend
the range of graspable objects, whereas when applied to the
Pisa/IIT SoftHand, the scoops not only enlarge the space of
graspable objects, but also allow using a simple top-grasp
approach even in the presence of obstacles or when objects
cannot be reoriented to exploit other strategies (e.g., slide-toedge grasps [3]).
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Fig. 2: Block diagram showing the automated design process for embedded constraints (scoops). Given a certain hand, a set
of objects, and their relative poses with respect to an environmental constraint, a set of optimal scoops is obtained. To reduce
the number of scoops we cluster them with a GMM-based approach.

Fig. 3: Block diagram showing the workflow of the CNN which estimates the grasp success rate of the designed scoops for a
given input object-environment pair. A different CNN has been trained for each hand.

(1)

Isotropy Index (GII)1 as GQI [32]. In principle, however, it
is possible to choose any other grasp quality index that can be
computed based on the knowledge of the quasi-static model
of the grasp [33].
In the second term of the cost function, ∆γ (x) is defined
as: ∆γ (x) = |γh + γs − γc | , where γc is a constant angle
expressing the orientation of the environmental constraint
with respect to the z-axis of the object reference frame.
To ensure that a variety of conditions is considered in the
optimization phase, γc is randomly set to a value belonging
to the interval [0, 2π] at the beginning of each optimization.
The second term of the cost function is meant to give more
importance to the solutions that allow to align the scoop to
the constraint, and it approaches 1 when the scoop is parallel
to the constraining surface. To solve the optimization, we
adopted a genetic algorithm [34]. We set an initial population
of 100 individuals, a non-linear feasible creation function, and
a selection tournament function, obtaining a mean number of
generations of 6.7 and an average execution time of 170.49 s
per object.
In the optimization problem formulation, we accounted for a
control parameter (γh ) together with the design variables of the
scoop (δx , δy , l, w, and γs ). The first is fundamental to ensure
that we can evaluate several different grasps over the object,
without constraining a-priori the hand-object relative pose.
This allows to really optimize the grasp quality index, suitably
aligning the hand to the object, while enforcing the scoop
to slide between the object and the environmental constraint
thanks to the second term of the cost function. The obtained
scoops are thus optimized to perform scoop grasps from the
top exploiting wall-like constraints and their design features
are fed into the second step of the automated design procedure
(see Fig. 2). Note that in this work, we only consider vertical
wall-like constraints, but the optimization approach could be
extended to differently inclined surfaces, which could also

The two components of the cost function are a grasp quality
index (GQI) and a term which considers the scoop, object and
constraint orientations. In the simulations, we chose the Grasp

1 The GII is the ratio between the minimum and the maximum singular
values of the Grasp Matrix G [32], [33]: GII = σmin (G)/σmax (G). This
index approaches 1 when the grasp is isotropic (optimal case), and falls to
zero when the grasp is close to a singular configuration.

B. Optimization phase
The first step of our method consisted in finding the optimal
parameters to design the scoops and position them into the
structure of the chosen hands. To this aim, we developed a
simulation framework using the SynGrasp MATLAB Toolbox [29]. We modelled the kinematics of the two adopted
hands and implemented the simulation of quasi-static grasps
of 50 different objects from the YCB Dataset [30]. A top-grasp
was iteratively generated by closing the simulated hand over
the object model until the optimal combination of decision
variables was selected by the solver. The object model was
obtained from the object point cloud using the Crust algorithm [31]. Scoop-like embedded constraints are particularly
useful to slide over surfaces which constraint objects, thus we
decided to include a model of the envisioned environment into
the design optimization process. In particular, we added a planar surface representing a wall-like environmental constraint
to each object model. The surface was positioned in 6 different
random orientations with respect to the object, obtaining 300
object-environment pairs. Each hand was tested with each of
these pairs.
The vector x of decision variables of the optimization
problem contains the planar displacements δx and δy between
the origin of the hand reference frame {H} and the center
of the scoop, the length l and width w of the scoop, and the
angles γs and γh : x = [δx , δy , l, w, γs , γh ] (see Fig. 4). The
angle γs expresses the orientation of the scoop with respect to
the axis zs (Fig. 4b), whereas γh is the rotation of the hand
frame {H} around the z-axis of the object. We considered
only the rotation around the z-axis as we are assuming to
implement top-grasps (Fig. 4c).
The optimization problem is formulated as follows:
max GQI(x) +
x

1
.
1 + ∆γ (x)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4: Pisa/IIT SoftHand (yellow), scoop (red), object (green), and constraint (cyan) models in SynGrasp. Optimization
parameters: (a) planar displacement between the hand reference frame {H} and the scoop, (b) length l (along zs ), width w,
and orientation γs of the scoop, (c) hand rotation γh and constraint rotation γc around the z-axis of the object. The axes are
represented in red (x), green (y), and blue (z).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: Scoops printed after the design phase. (a) The three scoops obtained for the SSG (blue labels from 1A to 1C) and the
scoop proposed in [7] (OS red label); (b) the four scoops (blue labels from 2A to 2D) printed for the Pisa/IIT SoftHand and
the scoop adapter (PA green label); (c) CAD model of the attaching mechanism of the scoops for the Pisa/IIT SoftHand. From
the left, the scoop is represented in blue, the female part of the hinge in orange, the male part in yellow and the adapter for
the soft hand in green. As it can be noticed, the inclination of the scoop is achieved thanks to the pocket on the back of the
scoop.

pertain to surrounding objects and not necessarily to fixed
environmental constraints.
C. Gaussian modelling for scoop clustering
After running the simulations, we obtained an optimal scoop
for each object-constraint pair. As it would be unfeasible to
prototype as many different scoops, we decided to reduce the
number of scoops using a clustering algorithm. The training
set is indicated with x̂ = [δx , δy , l, w, γs ]. On this set, we
modelled each candidate scoop using a Gaussian Mixture
Model Ω to get a probabilistic encoding of the joint distribution P (x̂|Ω). The models are characterized by K Gaussian
components. We determined the number of Gaussians (or
states) K by performing the Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC). The model is represented as
P (x̂|Ω) =

K
X

pk p(x̂|µk , Σk ),

(2)

k=1

where pk , µk , Σk correspond to the priors, the mean, and the
covariance of each Gaussian component, respectively.
We initialized the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm using the K-means algorithm. Then, the parameters pk ,

TABLE I: Design parameters of the scoop-shaped embedded
constraints obtained from the GMM-based clustering. We
assigned a label to each scoop: from 1A to 1C for the SSG,
and from 2A to 2D for the Pisa/IIT SoftHand.
Design Variables
δy
l
w
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]

γs
[deg]

50
55
70

5
−10
−15

65
110
110

55
80
60

−6
15
−25

35
40
35
50

15
0
−10
−5

45
60
75
65

60
80
65
75

0
15
15
25

Scoop

δx
[mm]

Soft
ScoopGripper

1A
1B
1C

Pisa/IIT
SoftHand

2A
2B
2C
2D

Hand

µk , Σk are iteratively updated by means of EM algorithm
until convergence. We obtained 3 and 4 scoops for the SSG
and the Pisa/IIT SoftHand, respectively. Table I reports their
features.
D. Design of the embedded constraints
To 3D-print the scoops and the flexible hinges to attach them
to the hand palm, we used ABS-M30. This material is flexible,
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thus allowing the compliant interaction with the environment,
but also robust enough to provide support to the object even in
the absence of an actuation system for the scoop. The newly
printed scoops are shown in Fig. 5 with blue labels. In Fig. 5a,
the red label indicates the original scoop (OS) of the SSG [7]
whose design parameters are δx = 50 mm, δy = 0 mm, l =
101 mm, w = 70 mm, and γs = 0◦ . In Fig. 5b, the green label
indicates the adapter designed for the Pisa/IIT SoftHand (PA).
The mechanism to attach the scoops to the hands has to be
designed according to the optimization results and the adopted
hand. We decided to follow this procedure: i) we extracted the
coordinates of where the adapter should be placed from the
outcomes of the GMM; ii) we checked the profile of the hand
in the neighborhood of these coordinates and we designed
an “enveloping” support able to adapt and be adherent to the
hand in the given point; iii) after having designed the support,
we printed the scoops with an inclined pocket on their back
made to attach the female adapter of the hinge reproducing
the optimization parameters. The model of these parts can be
seen in Fig. 5c.
E. CNN for scoop choice
To make it possible to use the prototyped scoops in grasping
tasks, we developed a 3D Convolutional Neural Network
capable of selecting the most suitable scoop for grasping a
certain object with a certain hand (see Fig. 3).
Similarly to what has been proposed in [35], the architecture
of our network is composed by a 3D voxel grid (32 × 32 ×
32) as input layer, derived from the voxelization of the 3D
point cloud, two convolution layers where the first and second
layers have 32 filters (respectively 5 × 5 × 5 and 3 × 3 × 3),
and a max pooling layer (2 × 2 × 2) followed by two dense
layers, 128 and N each. In our work, N represents the number
of scoops obtained from the GMM clustering. Given that we
wanted to predict the grasping success rate of each scoop for
novel objects, we modelled the activation of the output layer
as a sigmoid function, and consequently our loss function as a
binary cross-entropy. To build the training dataset (Fig. 6), we
selected two objects per paradigmatic shape (sphere, cylinder,
cuboid, hollow) and a more complex item (the plush toy).
Since the blue cylinder was used in two different poses, lying
and standing, it counted as two different objects. Thus, we
had a total of 10 training objects. The training dataset was
composed by a voxel grid converted from a partial point cloud,
labelled by the grasp success rate of each scoop. The voxel grid
included voxels belonging to the constraint itself to discern the
same object in different poses with respect to the constraint.
Fig. 7 shows the voxelization process.
We collected 50 labelled data entries for each scoop (150
for the three scoops of the SSG and 200 for the four scoops
of the Pisa/IIT) for the training objects. We also augmented
the training dataset by rotating and translating the initial point
clouds. The network was trained with the Adam optimizer.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental phase consisted in grasping 13 different
objects (Fig. 8) placed close to an environmental constraint

5

Fig. 6: Training objects for the CNN.

Fig. 7: RGB image of an object and the environment, corresponding point cloud and voxelized version.

(a large box), exploiting the scoop grasp strategy [16]. Most
of the objects we tested belong to the YCB Dataset [30].
We conducted all the experiments employing a KUKA LBR
iiwa 7, a Gamma 6-axis force-torque sensor (ATI Industrial
Automation, Inc.), and a Kinect One RGB-D camera to detect
the objects. In all the trials, the object was kept in the same
pose with respect to the constraint since otherwise it would
have appeared as a different object-environment pair to the
CNN. We executed three batches of experimental trials to
demonstrate different hypotheses.
First, we tested each scoop of the SSG on three objects
with prototypical shapes (spherical, cylindrical, and cuboidal)
to prove that the scoop having the highest success probability
according to the CNN actually performs better than the others
on previously unseen objects. The second experiment aimed
at testing the optimal scoops of the SSG suggested by the
CNN and at comparing their effectiveness with respect to
the scoop originally designed in [7]. In the third experiment,
we tested the scoops designed for the Pisa/IIT SoftHand. We
compared obtained results by repeating the same experimental
trials removing the designed add-ons. The aim was to study
whether embedded constraints can represent an aid in case of
restrained scenarios, where the hand alone cannot proficiently
use the environment.
In all the experimental trials involving the use of a scoop,
we carried out the following steps. The object to be grasped
was placed close to a vertical surface. The vision algorithm
recognized the planes in the scene (captured through an RGBD camera) and identified a cluster of 3D points belonging
to the object and the constraint. The 3D point cloud was
then converted into a 3D voxel grid which was fed to the
CNN. Lastly, the outcome of the network provided us with
the optimal scoop to be mounted on the hand. Hence, the
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Fig. 8: Tested objects. Yellow labels indicate the objects used
in Experiment 1 (Table II). Blue labels indicate the objects
used in Experiments 2 and 3 (Table III).
robot was moved towards the vertical surface placing the scoop
plate parallel to it. A hybrid force-velocity controller was used
to ensure that the robot arm stopped its motion as soon as
the scoop touched the surface. Once this condition was met,
the scoop started sliding on the surface towards the object at
a constant speed parallel to the surface while maintaining a
constant force in the direction normal to the scoop plate. Once
the hand reached the object, the fingers started their closure
motion. A grasp was considered successful if the object was
picked up and moved to the final position without falling.
Otherwise, it was deemed to be unsuccessful.
A. Experiment 1: validation of the algorithm with the SSG
Experiment 1 aimed at validating the output of the network.
Note that the reported results concern the CNN trained for the
SSG. We decided to focus on just one hand since the neural
networks have been trained with the same method for both
hands, but with different data. Three objects (see the yellow
labels in Fig. 8) whose characteristics are reported in the first
three columns of Table II were picked up with the SSG, 10
times per scoop, collecting a total amount of 90 trials. The
network outputs and the experimental results are reported in
the last two columns of Table II.
B. Experiment 2: optimal vs original scoop for the SSG
The goal of the second batch of experimental trials was to
test if the optimal scoops provided by our architecture could
outperform the standard one originally mounted on the SSG.
Ten novel objects (shown with the blue labels in Fig. 8 and
described in Table III) were grasped in two different conditions
by using the original scoop and the one provided by the CNN.
A total of 200 experimental trials was collected by performing
10 trials per object in each condition. Fig. 9a reports the
comparison between the success rates obtained in the two
cases.
C. Experiment 3: Pisa/IIT SoftHand with and without scoop
Experiment 3 was meant to demonstrate that a generic
commercial hand equipped with optimal embedded constraints

outperforms the same hand without any additional part. We
adopted the Pisa/IIT SoftHand to carry out the grasping
procedure by testing 10 objects (the same used in Experiment
2) in two conditions: with and without the scoop. We executed
10 trials per object per condition, collecting a total of 200
trials. To retrieve the optimal hand pose for grasping a certain
object without the scoop, we decided to solve an optimization
problem similar to the one presented in [16]. The used
optimal vector x∗ = [x∗ , y ∗ , z ∗ , γ ∗ ], consisted of the relative
position between the hand and the object, and the optimal
angle γ ∗ which represents the hand rotation around the zaxis of the object reference frame. The solutions resulting
in compenetration between the hand and the environmental
constraint were discarded. Obtained success rates are reported
in Fig. 9b.
V. D ISCUSSION
Experiment 1 is fundamental to evaluate the validity of the
proposed method. The results shown in the Table II provide us
with two main insights: i) the scoop suggested by the network
coincides with the one providing the highest success rate in the
experiments, and ii) overall, the values of the CNN predicted
success rates are comparable with the experimentally obtained
ones.
In Experiment 2, the overall success rate of the trials carried
out with the optimal scoop is 80% against 45% of those
performed considering the original scoop. This means that
the newly designed scoops outperform the original ones in
restricted scenarios. Experiment 2 also gives us interesting
insights regarding the application of the scoops designed for
the SSG. As pointed out in our previous work [16], small
objects were challenging to be picked up performing the scoop
grasp sliding on a vertical surface. However, designing a
proper scoop for a given object-constraint pair compensates for
this problem. Remarkable examples are the clamp (Fig. 10b),
the banana, the screwdriver, and the spray can which, although
having a relatively low overall success rate of 62% (25 out of
40 trials) with the optimal scoop, were never picked up using
the original scoop (Fig. 10a). The remaining objects, instead,
present similar or better success rates (55 out of 60 trials, 92%)
when grasped with respect to the original scoop (45 out of 60
trials, 75%).
Experiment 3 aimed at demonstrating that the presented
methodology can be applied to hands designed without foreseeing any additional parts to enhance their performance.
Overall, the experimental trials performed with the hand
equipped with the optimal scoop present higher success rates
(79%) than without it (40%). In particular, each object grasped
with the customised hand presents equal or higher success
rates than the default hand. The only exception is the bowl
(9 out of 10 trials). In this case, the main reason is that the
object is wide enough that the hand can reach an optimal
pre-grasp pose without interfering with the environmental
constraint. However, this kind of behavior strongly depends
on the characteristics of the object. Indeed, hollow (e.g., metal
mug and bowl) or deformable (e.g., plush toy) objects are
more prone to be easily grasped even without the add-on.
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TABLE II: Objects size, output of the CNN and grasp success rates obtained from Experiment 1. We reported in bold the
CNN highest predictions and the highest success rate for each object.
ID

Object

1
2
3

tennis ball
body spray
white box

Size [mm]

Mass [g]

Scoop 1A

65
45 × 175
90 × 175 × 60

59.4
34
146

0.56
0.34
0.29

Output CNN
Scoop 1B
Scoop 1C
0.14
0.67
0.32

0.16
0.17
0.47

Scoop 1A
6/10
4/10
2/10

Success Rate
Scoop 1B
Scoop 1C
2/10
6/10
4/10

2/10
0/10
6/10

TABLE III: Objects tested in Experiment 2 and Experiment 3.
ID

Object

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

clamp
banana
bowl
brown box
screwdriver
metal mug
dark box
orange
spray can
plush

Size [mm]

Mass [g]

85 × 110 × 30
35 × 160
155 × 55
100 × 145 × 65
35 × 210
90 × 80
115 × 155 × 4.5
70
50 × 160
100 × 140 × 130

59
66
147
76
98.4
118
28
50
118
102

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9: Success rates for (a) Experiment 2 and (b) Experiment 3. The
blue line represents the success rate obtained with the optimal scoops
in both cases, while the orange one shows the success rate obtained
using (a) the SSG original scoop, and (b) the Pisa/IIT SoftHand
without any scoop. Next to each object name, we reported the name
of the used optimal scoop in blue (cf. Fig. 5).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 10: Examples of grasps from Experiments 2 and 3. Top: (a) the SSG fails to grasp the clamp because of the distance
between the fingers and the scoop, (b) the SSG equipped with the optimal scoop achieves the grasp of the same object. Bottom:
(c) the Pisa/IIT SoftHand is not equipped with the scoop and it fails to grasp a wide rigid object (the brown box), (d) the hand
succeeds at grasping the same object with the help of the scoop.

On the contrary, large and rigid objects (such as the box in
Fig. 10d) turned out to be impossible to grasp without the
scoop (Fig. 10c). The presented experimental results show that
the exploitation of optimal embedded constraints is generally
the best choice.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we proposed a method to design optimal
scoop-like embedded add-ons to fully exploit the presence
of constraints and obstacles in unstructured environments. We

applied our methodology to two different soft robotic hands,
the Soft ScoopGripper and the Pisa/IIT SoftHand. Running
300 grasp simulations per hand, we collected optimal design
variables by solving an optimization problem. To obtain a
reasonable number of add-ons, we clustered the outcomes of
the optimization by means of Gaussian modeling, obtaining a
total amount of seven scoops. Hence, we used a data-driven
approach to correctly select the optimal scoop with respect to
a given object in a restricted scenario. We tested the designed
scoops in three different experiments to validate our method.
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Experimental results show that the developed architecture
always provides the optimal scoop. Additionally, properly
designed add-ons allow augmenting the range of graspable
objects and the exploitation of new grasping strategies even
with hands that are not initially designed to embed a scoop.
Still, the scoop can be easily detached when considered a
hindrance for the execution of other grasping strategies. In
future work, we plan to exploit this technology in highly
cluttered environments where the scoop can also be exploited
for non-prehensile actions.
Future research will also focus on improving the presented
scoops, considering different concavities, which can easily
comply with the object surface. In addition, we will devise
methods to optimize the overall structure of the scoop taking
into account its structural mechanics properties and we will
explore the design of soft scoops in which the compliance is
a functional element for task accomplishment.
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